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Q27. Explain, with
h the help off a schematicc diagram, th
he principle and
a working of a Light Em
mitting Diodee.
pt in mind while
w
choosing the semico
onductor maaterial for succh a device? Write any
What criterion is kep
two advvantages of LLight Emittingg Diode overr conventional incandesccent lamps.
Answer:: A light‐emiitting diode (LED) is a two‐lead sem
miconductor light sourcee. It is a bassic pn‐junction
(forward
d biased) dio
ode, which emits light when activateed. When a suitable
s
voltaage is applied to the lead
ds,
electron
ns are able tto recombine with electtron holes within
w
the deevice, releassing energy in
i the form of
photonss. This effect is called eleectroluminesscence, and the
t color of the light (co
orrespondingg to the enerrgy
of the photon) is dettermined by the energy band
b
gap of the semicon
nductor.

In a forw
ward biased p‐n junction
n, the electro
ons of the n‐region and holes of p‐rregion are pu
ushed towarrds
the juncction where electron‐ho
ole recombin
nation taken place. As th
he electronss are in high
her conduction
band on
n n‐side and holes are in lower valen
nce band on p‐side, the energy difference appeaars in the forrm
of heat or
o light radiaation during the process of recombination.
Based on the requireement of waavelength of light requireed to be emittted from LED suitable seemiconducto
or
is chosen.

Advantaages:

(I)
(II)

LEDs em
mit more lum
mens per wattt than incand
descent lightt bulbs. Efficiency of LED's are high in
n
compariision to bulbs or tubes..
It takes micro seconds to warm up and lifetim
me of LED is very high 35
5,000 to 50,0
000 hrs.
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Q28.

Draw a labeled diagram of a moving coil galvanometer. State the principle on which it works.

Deduce an expression for the torque acting on a rectangular current carrying loop kept in a uniform
magnetic field. Write two factors on which the current sensitivity of a moving coil galvanometer depends.
Answer:
Principle :( Based on the principle of the force of interaction between the
current carrying conductor and a magnetic field) A coil is suspended in a
magnetic field. The current to be measured is passed through the coil. The
current through the coil produces a magnetic field which interacts with the
given magnetic field in which the coil is suspended. Due to the interaction the
coil gets deflected and measuring the angle of rotation current can be
calculated.
A circular or rectangular coil of about 10 to 15 turns of a fine insulated copper
or aluminium wire is suspended from a torsion head T, by means of quartz
fibre in between the concave pole pieces of a strong magnet. The lower end
of the coil is attached to a light springs which brings the coil back to its original
position when the current is stopped. The suspension wire and the spring are
connected with two terminal screws at the base which acts as the leads of
current. The whole thing is enclosed in a metal box provided with glass face
and is supported on leveling screws. The angle of rotation of the coil is
measured by lamp & scale arrangement, reflection takes place from the tiny
mirror M attached with the suspension wire.

The force on the two vertical wires ‘cd’ and ‘ef’ by using equation(1) are found to have magnitude
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Applying the right hand curl rule for vector product the directions of the force are as shown in the figure.
These two forces being equal in magnitude, opposite in direction parallel and non co‐planer constitute a
couple.

Due to this torque the coil rotates a restoring couple due to the torsion rigidity sets in and when the
restoring couple equals to the deflecting couple the coil comes to equilibrium

The current sensitivity of a moving coil galvanometer depends on
(I)
(II)

Number of turns in the galvanometer coil.
Torsional constant of the suspension fibre.
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Or,
State Biot‐Savart law. Use it to derive an expression for the magnetic field at the center of a circular loop
of radius R carrying a steady current I. Sketch the magnetic field lines for such a current carrying loop.
due to a current element dl carrying a
Answer: Biot‐Savart Law : It states that the magnetic field
steady current I at a point P at a distance r from the current element is
µ

dB

dB

I
µ

I

Where θ is the angle between the direction of the current and the line joining the current element.
Magnetic Field at the center of the circular Coil/Loop Carrying Current:
We have a circular coil of many turns a current flows through
the coil . We have to find the magnetic field at the centre of the
coil due to the current through the coil.
Given
i = current flowing through the coil
a =radius of the coil
n = number of turns in the coil
Let us choose a right handed system of mutually perpendicular
axes X,Y and Z as follows. The plane of the coil is represented by
Y‐Z plane and X‐axis is perpendicular to the plane of the coil at
O.
Let us consider an element of the coil at A of length dl. The axis
of the element is along Z‐axis i.e. dl is along Z‐axis using Biot’s
law the magnetic field at O due to the current element at A
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Applying the right handed curl rule for vector product the direction of the magnetic field is along X axis in
the figure.If we consider the element at different points along the coil it is found that for every position of
the element the direction of the magnetic field at the centre O along X‐axis. Since the direction of the
magnetic field at O is same for every position of the element hence vector addition reduces to scalar
addition and resultant magnetic field at O can be obtained by integrating equation(2)

Equation (3) gives the magnitude of the magnetic field at the centre of the circular coil carrying current.

Direction of Magnetic field:

The direction of the magnetic field at the centre
which is found to be along X axis can be stated as
follows :

” Curl the finger of right hand in the direction of
current in the coil the thumb gives the direction of
the magnetic field”
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